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Abstract 

Tomographic imaging using both laboratory sources and synchrotron radiation (SR) 

was performed to achieve a multi-scale damage assessment of carbon fibre 

composites subjected to impact damage, allowing various internal damage modes to 

be studied in three-dimensions. The focus of this study is the comparison of different 

tomographic methods, identifying their capabilities and limitations, and their use in a 

complementary manner for creating an overall 3D damage assessment at both 

macroscopic and microscopic levels. Overall, microfocus laboratory computed 

tomography (µCT) offers efficient routine assessment of damage at mesoscopic and 

macroscopic levels in engineering-scale test coupons and relatively high spatial 

resolutions on trimmed-down samples; whilst synchrotron radiation computed 

tomography (SRCT) and computed laminography (SRCL) offer scans with the highest 
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image quality, particularly given the short acquisition times, allowing damage 

micromechanisms to be studied in detail. 

1. Introduction 

Impact damage resistance and damage tolerance have been concerns in the 

development of carbon fibre composite materials, particularly in aerospace structures 

[1].  Various damage assessment techniques have been employed to achieve a better 

understanding of CFRP impact damage and to develop toughening strategies [2, 3].  

Ultrasonic C-scans [4] and thermography [5] are widely employed, for example; these 

are non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques but lack micrometer resolution and the 

ability to track the interaction of various damage modes within the material 

microstructure. Ultrasonic time of flight (TOF) scans can provide 3D representation of 

damage through the thickness of a laminate [6], but the nature of the scans means 

overlapping damage goes undetected. To achieve very high levels of detail to study the 

material microstructure, traditional materialographic sectioning followed by 

microscopy can be performed [7, 8]. However, as a destructive technique, the sample 

is effectively lost, risks introducing new damage during sectioning, and observed 

damage/displacement conditions may become non-representative due to the 

disturbance of residual stresses at the sectioning plane. Furthermore, physical 

sectioning is commonly restricted to two-dimensions (2D) on exposed surfaces; whilst 

this technique has been adapted to perform automated 3D analysis in the case of 

cross-sectional fractography [9], this is time consuming and has not been widely 

adopted.  The focus of this paper is to examine and assess several non-destructive X-
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ray tomographic techniques for the 3D examination of impact damage in composite 

laminates, and considers issues of resolution, sample preparation and length scales. 

Considering the anisotropic properties, heterogeneous microstructure and multi-

mechanistic, multi-scale nature of failure in CFRP laminates, it is relevant to take into 

account the 3D behaviour of the material without affecting its integrity for subsequent 

testing, particularly so with compression after impact (CAI) analysis. What is desirable 

is a technique that offers high resolution to study the internal micromechanical 

damage in 3D, without the issues of destroying the sample or introducing new 

damage. To achieve this, synchrotron radiation computed tomography (SRCT) [10-14], 

and in more recent work synchrotron radiation computed laminography (SRCL) [15, 16] 

have been successfully used to study composite materials at voxel resolutions in the 

order of 1 micron and below. In comparison, laboratory microfocus computed 

tomography (µCT) offers routine moderate resolutions, typically several micrometers 

and above [17-22]. These techniques have allowed key features such as micro-

cracking, voids and fibre breaks within the material’s structure to be assessed in 

considerable detail. 

Recent studies have used µCT to study impact damage on composite laminate 

materials and have detected interlaminar and intralaminar damage within the 

through-thickness. In some cases contrast agents are used to detect the presence of 

damage [19]; this however has a limitation requiring interconnectivity between all 

cracks to absorb the agent which cannot be guaranteed [17]. Other studies have 

successfully captured 3D damage without the use of contrast agents [23-25]. A major 
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challenge in standard µCT imaging using a large-area (e.g. flat panel) detector is that 

for reaching high spatial resolutions (e.g. 10 µm and less), flat specimens cannot be 

fully turned due to collision with the X-ray tube housing which effectively limits the 

angular acquisition range. In most studies the specimens are hence cut to smaller 

sample sizes. To our knowledge, no work using SRCT or SRCL to study composite 

impact damage has been published so far. 

SRCL, SRCT and µCT operate on similar principles: a large number of 2D radiographic 

projections are taken as the sample in question is rotated. These radiographs undergo 

an inverse Radon Transform via a variety of possible methods to form a 3D volume. 

The two key differences between these techniques are the X-ray sources - use of 

synchrotron vs. micro-focus tube - and the axis of rotation for scan acquisition; this is 

perpendicular to the X-ray beam in computed tomography (CT), and tilted to less than 

90˚ in computed laminography (CL). Key benefits of synchrotron imaging include fast 

acquisition speed with high signal-to-noise, convenient exploitation of phase contrast 

effects particularly propagation methods for enhanced edge detection [26], and sub-

micrometer resolutions, when compared to conventional micro-focus sources [27].  

With respect to the axis of rotation in scanning, a significant drawback of CT is that it is 

best suited to samples with relatively isotropic cross-section shapes, for example 

circular or square, in cases for which the highest resolutions, signal-to-noise and 

artefact avoidance are required [15]. The laterally extended geometry of typical 

engineering-level impact coupons therefore requires regions of interest (ROIs) to be 

physically cut from the specimen to conform to these geometries. Whilst this can work 
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well [17, 19] it clearly obviates the non-destructive character of whole-object CT. CL 

presents one solution to this limitation in CT for flat objects in its simplest and basic 

form by maintaining reasonably uniform X-ray transmission at all angles, allowing non-

destructive 3D inspection of ROIs within almost arbitrarily extended planar samples at 

micrometer and sub-micrometer resolutions [28, 29]. In various fields of materials 

science, these resolution ranges render the method particularly adapted to study 

microstructures [30, 31] and their temporal evolution under different loading 

conditions [32-34]. 

The present paper specifically explores the use of SRCT, SRCL and µCT on relatively thin 

(1 mm) impacted coupons of CFRP laminate, to evaluate their uses in a complementary 

manner. The feasibility of using high resolution SRCL is reported for thicker (4.5 mm) 

samples conforming to the ASTM D7136M [35] impact standard in addition to local low 

resolution µCT of complete intact plates. This work differs from previous work by 

forming a direct comparison of 3D imaging methods on impacted CFRP panels.  

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Material 

Cytec prototype unidirectional CFRP prepreg material with a layup of [+45/0/-45/90]s 

was cut to form 80 x 80 mm coupons with a thickness of 1 mm. The thicker 4.5 mm 

specimens had a layup of [+45/0/-45/90]3s, these were cut to 150 x 100 mm. Particle 

toughened resin systems were used in this study. The coupons were ultrasonically C-

scanned to check for gross manufacturing defects on the mm scale prior to impact. 
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2.2 Mechanical testing 

Impact testing was achieved via a drop tower system to ASTM D7136 standards [35] 

with a striker mass of 4.9 kg and a hemispherical 16 mm diameter tup. The specimens 

were impacted at 1.3 J and 30 J for the 1 mm and 4.5 mm thick specimens respectively. 

In order to accommodate 1 mm thick specimens, a non-standard base plate was used 

consisting of a circular 60 mm diameter window supported by a ring of the same 

dimensions as used in [36]. The 4.5 mm samples were supported over a 125x75 mm 

base plate using four toggle clamps. After impact, specimens were C-scanned to 

measure the overall extent of the impact damage area. Again, the resolution of the C-

scan was approximately 1 mm.  

2.3 Imaging sample preparation 

CT studies were performed on ROIs cut from the panel. For the 1 mm laminate, a low 

speed diamond cutting wheel was used to cut 4.5 x 80 x 1 mm ‘matchsticks’ across the 

damaged impact site as determined from ultrasonic C-scans. The corresponding 

‘matchsticks’ were then stacked in pairs to form 4.5 x 80 x 2 mm specimens to be 

scanned together in one operation. No specific material preparation was required for 

samples used in SRCL imaging; regions within the damage area were targeted.  

For the 4.5mm laminate, ROIs were physically cut to 4.5 x 4.5 x 150 mm ‘matchstick’ 

for µCT analysis, having already been SRCL scanned in the complete condition. To test 

the feasibility of locally scanning intact plates using µCT, plates were stacked and 

scanned in pairs. This was to reduce the width to thickness aspect ratio thus reducing 

variations in X-ray path length and to fully fill the available field of view in the volume 
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allowing two samples to be scanned at once. The intact plate was scanned at the 

maximum voxel resolution determined by the clearance between the target and the 

object to allow a full rotation. 

2.4 X-ray tomography 

Settings used for µCT, SRCT and SRCL scanning are summarised in Table 1. Two settings 

were used on the µCT scanner for ‘matchstick’ specimens and intact 4.5 mm thick 

plates. Scans were reconstructed via filtered back projection methods in all cases. µCT 

scans were undertaken at the University of Southampton µ-VIS Centre on a Nikon 

Metrology HMX 225 CT system, using a molybdenum target without filtration. 

SRCT and SRCL scans were carried out at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 

(ESRF) on beamline ID19, providing an intense, parallel, essentially monochromatic and 

coherent beam that supports simple propagation-based and phase-enhanced contrast, 

free of beam hardening and cone geometry artefacts when compared to cone beam 

micro-focus CT [27, 37]. To achieve high resolution, the projection images for both 

SRCT and SRCL were captured via a thin-film scintillator and optical microscope 

imaging system, consistent with the non-divergent parallel beam. The cone beam 

geometry of the µCT provides geometric magnification, with images being captured on 

a large CMOS flat panel (Perkin-Elmer 1621 model). 

SRCT and SRCL scan geometries are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1(a) and (b), with 

the rotational axis inclined at an angle to the incident beam in the case of CL [38], 

rather than perpendicular in standard CT. As such, CL is substantially better suited for 

high resolution scanning of laterally extended objects by minimising two issues 
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highlighted in Fig. 1(a): firstly, the large variations in X-ray path length which occur as 

the object is rotated; secondly, the movement-into-view of material not intended as 

part of the scanned volume, and the inclusion of this in the projections. In cases where 

the geometry of the plate leads to a significant angular range of missing projections 

due to absorption along the longest path in CT scans, it has been reported that CL 

performs better than CT as discussed in [39]. 

Whilst the viability of strategies for local ROI imaging in CT is demonstrated in this 

paper, compromises remain in balancing signal-to-noise ratio and artefacts - such as 

streaking, ring artefacts and beam hardening - in the imaging and reconstruction 

process [28, 40].  From the perspective of the Central Slice Theorem, CL represents 

incomplete sampling of the 3D Fourier domain during scanning, also resulting in 

reconstruction artefacts, which may be minimised to some extent via the 

reconstruction process [15, 38]. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Initial observations 

All three techniques yield reasonably clear imaging of overall larger-scale damage 

modes associated with impact loading, particularly interlaminar and intralaminar 

cracking: a cross-sectional slice of the reconstructed volumes shows representative 

image qualities in Fig. 2(a-c) for µCT, SRCT and SRCL respectively.  All results are shown 

in a mostly unprocessed state, i.e. no image-domain filtering or enhancements are 

applied. For direct comparison, Fig. 2 (a and b) show the same location within the 

same sample, and (c) is of a different sample at a similar damage region. Whilst both 
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CT techniques involved specimen cutting, comparing this data to the non-destructive 

SRCL technique shows qualitatively comparable levels of damage visualisation, with 

similar damage morphologies and apparent crack opening displacements (COD).  There 

was limited evidence of additional damage being introduced to the CT specimen 

volumes during cutting, although it is possible that some surface damage is introduced, 

particularly where sectioning across areas that are severely damaged during impact. 

Although individual fibres could not be detected in the µCT scans at the moderate 

voxel resolution selected here, individual plies and their interfaces could be 

distinguished as well as the presence of cracks, including those with CODs less than the 

voxel size used in the scan. The two SR methods shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c) demonstrate 

the benefits of phase-enhanced edge contrast and increased resolution: details of 

individual fibres and resin rich regions are clearly visible, with damage 

micromechanisms clearly delineated. SRCT and SRCL yield qualitatively similar damage 

visualisation employing the edge-enhancing phase contrast [26, 28], with the benefit 

of SRCL being the intact coupon geometry. However in the case of SRCL, artefacts 

resulting from incomplete Fourier-space sampling can arise: an exact inversion of the 

modulation transfer function (MTF) is not possible. Using a filtering step for the 2D 

projection prior to backprojection data minimises artefacts in the 3D reconstructed 

volume [28, 38]. Additional artefacts appearing in this study were particularly evident 

at the edges of the volume in places where not all projections contribute to the 

reconstructed image. Additional artefacts in the reconstructed 3D images of SRCL will 

have direct implications for automated segmentation and feature extraction 

processes, inevitably increasing the complexity of such processes.  
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Delaminations are a key damage mode in impact loading, in which micro-scale data for 

the crack morphology and shear and opening displacements is important [41, 42].  A 

comparison of the same delamination shown in Fig. 3(a/b) obtained using µCT and 

SRCT techniques respectively, and a similar delamination obtained with SRCL in Fig. 

3(c) highlights the role of multi-scale imaging. Assessment of the delamination via µCT 

at moderate resolution suggests the presence of a continuous crack with a single 

bridged section. The greater level of detail obtained from both SR techniques shows 

that the micromechanisms are more complicated, with significant incidence of fine-

scale crack bridging within the resin rich regions.  

3.2 Sub-voxel assessment of µCT data 

It is reported that sub-voxel data may be captured from CT data [43], as illustrated in 

Fig. 4(a i-ii). Direct comparison with the SRCT data for the low resolution µCT data 

indicated that  cracks with an opening displacement as low as 30% of the voxel 

resolution were reliably captured with µCT, in keeping with previous comparisons 

between µCT and conventional microscopy  [11, 17]. Fig. 5 illustrates the significance 

of partial volume effect on crack detection via grey-scale plots across the crack 

openings indicated by the lines in Fig. 4(a i-iv). The presence of a crack is indicated by a 

minimum on the line plot and, in the case of sub-voxel data, this minimum falls 

between the bounds of the mean grey-scale values of air and material.  In the 

presence of complex crack bridging ligaments, it is clear that whilst the CODs from 

these cracks cannot be measured via µCT to high accuracy for example by exploiting 

weighted averages of bulk greyscale values to deduce partial volume effects [43], they 

show the locations and extent of damage. This informs the general mechanics of 
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failure, in addition to identifying ROIs for more detailed analysis. It may be noted that 

to achieve greater effective contrast in crack detection penetrant dyes may be 

employed [17, 19, 20]; however impact damage analysis presents limited scope for 

penetrant use given the presence of many non-surface breaking cracks, particularly in 

the critical Barely Visible Impact Damage (BVID) regime. 

3.3 3D segmentation 

The 3D morphology of impact damage was segmented via the semi-automatic ‘seed 

growth’ approach [44] in the same ‘matchstick’ specimen using µCT and SRCT data, as 

shown in Fig. 6(a/b). The field of view for SRCT was smaller than that of µCT, hence the 

smaller segmented volume. µCT and SRCT both give a reasonable mechanistic 

representation of 3D damage, nonetheless the reduced resolution of µCT means that 

even though sub-voxel information can be extracted to some extent, information is 

lost when crack opening displacements (COD) start approaching the lower limits of 

detection. 

A compromise between resolution and the overall size of the volume needs to be met. 

At the 4.3 micrometer voxel resolution used in this study, µCT gives damage 

representation over a sample volume cross-section of approximately 1 cm. 

Additionally measurements of crack lengths can be approximated, although 

information towards the tips of the crack will be missed where crack openings are 

down to 30% of the voxel resolution, leading to an underestimation of the crack 

length. To achieve the microscopic detail required to capture the undetected or non-

segmentable damage, SR techniques are clearly of significant value (e.g. in identifying 
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the role of traction forces due to ligament formation across cracks) at the expense of 

reduced overall fields of view. Multiple scans may of course be taken to capture a 

larger proportion of damage; however increased computational costs in terms of data 

size and post-processing load are non-trivial. 

3.4 SRCL: analysis of thick specimen 

Whilst the above results are based on 1 mm thick laminate samples, to study impact 

damage within a conventional engineering context it is desirable to achieve high 

resolution non-destructive scans of specimens meeting standard impact test 

conditions such as ASTM D7136.  For a D7136 compliant coupon thickness of 4.5 mm, 

the SRCL conditions noted above led to a scanning condition that is local in terms of 

both in-plane position, and through-thickness position.  As such, by adjusting the 

location of the specimen so that the ROI lies at the point where the tilted centre of 

rotation intercepts the beam, localised volumes through the thickness of the material 

may be generated within the specimen. 

Fig. 7(a) illustrates such a typical ‘local’ SRCL result for a 4.5 mm thick CFRP plate, 

demonstrating that high resolution imaging is indeed possible for such a full-thickness 

intact impact coupon. Artefacts consisting of vertical streaks are present towards the 

image corners as indicated by arrows, as these regions are increasingly out of view 

across the full scan rotation. These artefacts occur at similar image locations with the 

1mm specimens shown in Fig. 2(c).  

A direct comparison of this local SRCL region Fig. 7(a) is compared with a µCT 

‘matchstick’ scan of the same region shown in (b) with the corresponding SRCL 
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location indicated by the box. The overall image quality from SRCL is sufficient to 

identify individual fibres, cracking and small voids, with the latter two features also 

being detected with µCT. Limited contrast is particularly noticeable for the large 

continuous delamination crack seen in the upper half of Fig. 7(a) and the 

corresponding boxed area of Fig. 7(b), consistent with this crack lying in a plane which 

is not directly sampled by the tilted rotation axis used for CL, highlighting the direction 

dependence of image quality in a limited angular access geometry such as CL.  

Reasonably similar image qualities in detecting intralaminar cracking in 4.5 mm and 1 

mm thick sample are illustrated in Fig. 8, consistent with the modest absorption of 

CFRP for these thicknesses at the associated X-ray energy level. 

Considering that SRCL allows for truly non-destructive, high resolution testing on ASTM 

standard panels, one may identify SRCL as a preferred analysis method for materials 

performance analysis under standard impact conditions. However high resolution SRCL 

carried out over the large areas that may be associated with an impact event clearly 

carries a potentially high synchrotron beamtime and computational/data handling 

load.  

3.5 µCT: local scan on intact thick specimen 

Whilst SRCL offers non-destructive assessment of full ASTM standard panels, time and 

beam access constraints apply. As an alternative, µCT scans of complete intact panels 

are also of interest and offer rapid global assessment at intermediate voxel 

resolutions, as obtained in [22] and [25]. The voxel resolution was limited by how close 

the specimen could be positioned to the X-ray target source. Local scans of full plates 
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were tested using µCT and importantly this was achieved using relatively fast micro-

focus CT settings. A cross-sectional slice of such a scan is shown in Fig. 9. Despite the 

non-ideal geometry of the sample for CT assessment compared to the near 

‘matchstick’ samples and the lower 14.3 µm voxel resolution used, primary damage 

mechanisms were clearly detected. Whilst limited in resolution, the ability to image 

meso- to macro-scale damage characteristics in the absence of synchrotron access 

remains a valuable complementary approach. In particular, extended time-resolved 

studies of damage propagation under incrementally increasing compressive loads, 

where truly global assessment across a complete damage zone in the order of 

centimetres in diameter via SRCL would be excessive in both beamtime and the 

amount of data generated. 

4. Conclusions 

It is evident that for the mixed length scales associated with impact events, different X-

ray imaging methods offer alternative and complementary combinations of image 

resolution and fidelity, sample preparation requirements, limitations and hardware 

availability. 

At routinely achievable voxel resolutions laboratory µCT offers valuable detail for 

understanding the three-dimensional macro and mesoscopic extent of impact damage, 

with reliable sub-voxel detection of the extent of cracks being illustrated. SR 

techniques (SRCT and SRCL) allow for rapid scanning of 3D micro-scale damage down 

to the scale of individual fibres. Laboratory µCT systems alternatively offer scan 

volumes up to tens of cm, capturing entire impact sites in a single scan on complete 
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panels. This coupled with a fast scan setting make it feasible to perform ex situ time 

series work enabling 3D damage propagation to be monitored.  

Comparing the damage morphologies of the 3D segmentation of the same sample 

obtained using µCT and SRCT, both techniques show similar results for capturing the 

overall extent of damage. However, where greater mechanistic detail is required, SR 

techniques are clearly superior, particularly in terms of the speed at which low noise, 

high resolution scans may be obtained. 

The potential for local, very high resolution 3D analysis of complete, engineering-scale 

impact test panels is demonstrated for synchrotron laminography, offering unique 

opportunities for ‘through-process’ assessment of compression after impact analysis; 

i.e. intact impacted panels being examined non-destructively at high resolution, prior 

to compression testing. However, integration within a program of more conventional 

and accessible testing and imaging modalities is likely to be required for effective use 

of such limited, specialised capabilities. 
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Table 1 - µCT, SRCT and STCL imaging conditions  

 µCT 
(matchsticks) 

µCT 
(Intact 
plate) 

SRCT SRCL 

Energy (kV) 65 (peak) 
~24 (mean) 

115 (peak) 
~40 (mean) 

19 
(monochromatic) 

19 
(monochromatic) 

Gun current (µA) 70 100 - - 
Voxel resolution (µm3) 4.3 14.2 1.4 0.7 
Number of 
radiographs 

2000 (360˚) 1301 1500 (180˚) 1500 (360˚) 

Exposure time (ms) 2,000 1,000 100 100 
Total scan time (min) 150 44 5  11  

 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic of high resolution scanning techniques for extended planer objects: (a) SRCT and (b) SRCL. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Cross-sectional views of impact damage via: (a) µCT, (b) SRCT and (c) SRCL. Images (a) and (b) are of the 
same sample at the same location, whilst (c) is of a similar damage region of a different sample. 
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Fig. 3 Close up of a delaminated region obtained using (a) µCT (b) SRCT (c) and SRCL. (a) and (b) are of the same 
specimen at approximately the same location, (c) is representative of similar damage on a separate specimen. 

 

 

Fig. 4 Cracks of varying COD level (approximate) (i-iv) <1.4, 3, 4, and 8 µm respectively, comparisons of image 
quality between (a) µCT and (b) SRCT. 
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Fig. 5 Line-plot showing the corresponding µCT grey-scale values across the opening of cracks ranging from crack 
opening displacements of <1.4 to ~8 micrometers. 

 

 

Fig. 6 3D segmentation revealing the damage morphology surrounding the impact region within the same 
specimen obtained by (a) µCT with the dotted region indicating the region obtained using (b) SRCT. Blue is 

representative of delaminations whilst other colours indicate matrix cracking occurring on each respective ply. 
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Fig. 7 Cross-sectional view of an impacted 4.5mm thick specimen, (a) mid-way through the cross-sectional 
thickness obtained using SRCL and (b) corresponding µCT slice, with box showing the location of the SRCL scan 

within the through thickness. 
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Fig. 8 Close up of a crack obtained using SRCL of 4.5mm thick specimen (a) and 1mm specimen (b), the white lines 
indicate a region across the crack to obtain the line plots shown in (c). 

 

 

Fig. 9 Cross-section of a ~4.5mm thick CFRP laminate sample obtained by a local µCT scan of an intact panel. 
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